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Don Heywood has a broad range of life experiences from being a grave digger, a mason, 

a bar tender, a truck driver, a law school dropout (thank goodness!), a salesman, a snow 

plow operator, a founder of a manufacturing company, to name just a few, and he uses 

these real life experiences to enrichen both his characters and stories.

Don is a poet and writer of the new 
novel “The Needle Shower.” A holder 
of a B.A. and M.B.A. from Syracuse 
University, this retired founder of 
an adhesive converting company 
has spent a lifetime writing poetry 
and uses that skill to help create an 
imaginative new novel. A life-long 
resident of the scenic Hudson Valley 
in upstate New York, he uses his life 
experiences in the area to enrichen 
his story and characters.

To find out more information about 
his book, please visit its page on 
Amazon: 

The Needle Shower Don Heywood

https://www.amazon.com/Needle-Shower-Donald-Heywood-ebook/dp/B0821PHH5S


This is a story of love and friendship like no other. A story of a crime which shakes that love and 
friendship to the very core and begs an answer to the question “What would you do for love?”

It is 1964, the Beatles are topping the charts in America while on the other side of world the 
Vietnam War is escalating. In a small, one-light town in upstate New York lives Danny Fosse, who 
is an average fourteen-year old kid who is becoming more and more confused and disillusioned 
by the world around him.

His idyllic small-town life takes a dreadful turn when one of his friends are the victim of a brutal 
attack. Confused and angry over what transpired, Danny and another friend play a prank of sorts 
for revenge. Things don’t go as planned, setting in motion a series of shocking events which tests 
beliefs in family, faith, love and friendship. Then, young kids go missing from the area without 
explanation. Just when things could seemingly get no worse, the long, bloody tentacles of Vietnam 
reach half way around the world to tap this small town on the shoulder. All of these events seem 
to be unrelated. But are they?

In this formative decade of his life, Danny is transformed by the world around him while he 
searches for something that always seems to be just out of his reach. Ultimately, another singular 
event occurs which puts everything he has gone through in clear focus and gives his life meaning 
and purpose.
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EXCERPTED FROM CHAPTER 5
 After much discussion and further inspections, we decide to follow the tunnel to the far left 
since this is the only one that doesn’t show shale veins. Walking in, the roof of the tunnel tightening 
above our heads and at our shoulders. The only sound is our echoing footsteps sloshing through 
the puddles. Reaching out, I touch a wet wall. It is sticky from the limestone. Concerned about the 
narrowing tunnel and how far into the cave we now are, I am just about to suggest we turn around 
when Billy yells from in front, “Hey guys! Come look at this!” 
 Catching up to him, I see that the tunnel has opened into a massive sepulchral cavern that 
houses a huge lake. A huge blasting mat is stretched across the floor on the rock ledge. Walking 
on top of it, we come to the end, shining our lights down to the water which is about fifteen feet 
below us. Our flashlights move back and forth looking like World War II searchlights combing the 
sky in search of bombers. The water against the limestone is of robin’s eggs blue and the giant 
stalactites hanging from the ceiling look like colossal, jagged dog teeth.
 “Did miners build this lake?” I ask.
 “I don’t think so,” says Tommy. “Look up. You see those stalactites on the ceiling? They take 
thousands of years to form, so this cavern and lake must have been here naturally. The miners 
must have punched through to this room on accident,” says Tommy.
 “Hey guys, look back here!” Jo shouts. We all turn to see a small rivulet of water coming 
down the tunnel we just emerged from. It makes a burbling sound as it drops lazily over the edge, 
making a pat-a-pat-pat sound on the water’s surface below. 
 My stomach sinks, thinking of Tommy’s words about a flash flood.
 “We should get out of here now!” cries Tommy.
 “Come on! Don’t be such a wuss!” shouts Billy as he shines his light around the cavern. 
“This is too cool.” The word fear is not in his dictionary.
 “Damn it, Billy! We need to get out of here. Come on,” shouts Tommy. Jo and I look at each 
other and I now see worry in her eyes.
 Ignoring us, Billy says, “This looks almost as big as Mirror Lake! That is, without Nag’s 
Boulder.”  Shining his light to the tunnel on our right, he traces up the front end of a loading car that 
is half way out of the tunnel. The rail tracks that are in front of it go to the rock edge and extend a 
few feet past, hanging in air unsupported. Addressing Tommy, he says, “I suppose you can explain 
that also?”
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EXCERPTED FROM CHAPTER 5

Excerpt cont.
 “Easy. That tunnel used to be longer than the one we came out of. Over time, the ground 
underneath the tracks eroded away until it collapsed and fell into the water, snapping the rails off 
where you now see them end.”
 “Is there anything you don’t know?” teases Billy.
 Ignoring him, Tommy says, “Look here, as he shines his light on the walls. “More shale 
veins. Now, let’s get out of here and fast,” he says as he starts back up the tunnel.
 Suddenly the ground vibrates. Before anyone can move, the ledge we are standing on gives 
way. We all slide down with it into the gloomy water with a grumbling splash. It’s ice cold and when 
I surface, I spit out a mouthful of it. I still have my flashlight in my hand but it is starting to fade. I 
can’t touch bottom and start treading water. Holding the light above my head, I shine it around. I 
spot Billy and Jo but no Tommy.
 “Where is Tommy?” I shout.
 “Up here guys!”
 “Tommy! Thank God,” I say as I turn my weakening light on him. Turning the light around 
the room I see no other exits. “Tommy, go get help! Quickly!” I yell as I continue to tread water.
 “You guys will never be able to last in that cold water. Hypothermia would set in long before 
I get anyone back here. Hang on,” he says as he disappears from sight.
 “Tommy!” I shout. “Where are you going?” Already I feel the cold penetrating my skin, 
quickly chilling my body as I start to shiver. But I also feel something else, something getting 
stronger and stronger. Fear.
 Shining my light up the rock in front of us, I can see why the ledge we were standing on 
collapsed. The rock from the water up to the top has eroded away so that it is recessed. Even with 
the collapse, the ledge that remains still extends well over the water like a diving platform, the 
blasting mat now hanging over the edge like a panting dog’s tongue.
 “Jo,” I say. “Do you still have your flashlight?” I ask.
 “No, I dropped it during the fall.”
 “You, Billy?”
 “Same thing.”
 “Crap,” I say.
 “Hey, guys, I can touch bottom over here,” shouts Billy who is about four feet to my right. 
Both Jo and I swim over until we also can stand, but the water is still up to our waists. 
 Shining my fading light on Billy and Jo’s faces, I can see alarm and panic building. This is 
the first time in my life when I have seen Billy afraid. And that makes me even more afraid than I 
was. Quickly I decide I must do something to keep them focused on survival.
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Danny Fosse: Age 14 at the beginning. He has braces, brown hair in a crew cut, blue eyes, a 
slight build but athletic. He is an untrained swimmer of exceptional talent.

Billy King: Age 14 at the beginning. Tall for his age, long dirty blond hair with hazel eyes. He has 
acne on face. Extremely confident in all he does, a natural leader.

Jo Nelson: Age 16 at the beginning. Olive-shaped, blue-gray eyes, high cheek bones with a strong 
jaw and auburn hair. Loves outdoor activities, athletic.

Tommy Willott: Age 12 at the beginning. Large, pink protruding ears, bad teeth and a very high-
pitched voice. Slightly pudgy. Comes from a poor family and is extremely intelligent, borderline 
genius.

Father Sippe: Slight bird-like frame with a small hawkish nose, narrow mouth and piercing green 
eyes. Father Sippe is Irish.

Father Donovan: Early 60’s, squarish build with a full head of sandy colored hair mixed with 
some gray. He also has blue eyes. Gentle man who is well liked and respected with a quiet air of 
authority.

Paul Agnos: 6’ tall, solidly built, all muscle with a crooked nose from being broken. He also has 
thick russet eyebrows that almost touch. He has a missing front tooth that he lost in a touch 
football game.
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FANS OF MYSTERIES AND 
THRILLERS

Readers who enjoy murder mysteries 
and suspenseful crime thrillers, with an 

element of romance, will enjoy immersing 
themselves in this gripping page-turner.

READERS OF HISTORICAL FICTION

Readers who enjoy traveling back to the past for 
stories set in yesteryear will find much to enjoy 

in this novel that takes place during the 1960’s, a 
time when Woodstock and the Vietnam War were 

playing out on the world stage.
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What inspired you to write this story?01
What writers inspire you?02
What is your writing process?03
Are the settings real places?04

Sample Interview 
Questions

06



Are any of the characters based on real people?05
What is the significance of the “One, two, three and breathe?”06
What is the significance of the dragonfly throughout the story?07
What does the light house symbolize?08
How long did it take to write this novel?09
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Are you working on a next novel?10
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Amazon Best Seller 
Status

The Needle Shower is a hit with readers! This engrossing story landed at number nine on Amazon’s 
Murder Mystery best seller list and, with several promising reviews, it’s sure to continue to delight 
more and more readers for a very long time to come.
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 via email
dhcuse74@gmail.com
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